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1. LETTER FROM THE CHAIRMAN

 
           
 
                   In our beginnings, we considered an unusual modus operandi:  "our beneficiaries cannot 
pay the  initial investment  of a photovoltaic  installation,  but they  can and  should  contribute  to the 
annual cost of the energy they consume".  Throughout 2018 we  have begun to receive these annual 
contributions from the beneficiaries, which we receive as donations to the Foundation, to be invested 
in new facilities.  Like the other donations, the 100% is allocated to the purchase of equipment, since 
it is the founders' contributions that cover the structure costs of the Foundation.
 
                   In these  two  years  we  have studied in detail  23 projects  in  10 countries. In 2017,  we 
shipped six of them, all  of  which  are  already  operative.  In  2018  we  dispatched  another  eleven  
projects, having ruled out only three.  All the projects we study have a clear social objective,  but  we 
want  to  be very focused  on  our mission  of  providing electricity  to  schools and  health centers  in 
environments without electricity. We must be specialists to be effective.
 
                   Our activity is mainly concentrated in sub-Saharan Africa,  where expectations of access 
to electricity are more uncertain. We continue to work with much intensity in such needy countries as 
the Democratic Republic of the Congo,  Sierra Leone or Malawi,  but we are also sending facilities to 
Uganda, Cape Verde, Gambia and Tanzania.
 
                   At  the  end  of  2018,  we  have  increased the  EKI  team  to 3  full-time  employees and 
our  plans for  2019 are  to  maintain the  growth in the number of facilities  and  final  beneficiaries.
 
                   Our  technical  team   use  the  latest  technologies  that  make  it possible  to monitor  in 
real time or regularly the facilities that we put into operation.  We can thus ensure immediate support 
to  the  beneficiaries  and  ease  our  donors'  minds.   We  provide  the  donors  the  assurance  that  
the investments  we make fulfill  a real function and operate under the right conditions, and therefore 
can achieve the life expectancy of the equipment.
 
                   In the "Income" chapter,  it should be noted that in 2018 we have considerably increased 
the amount of donations  we  have  received,  which  now  amounts to  24%  of  the  total  income  of  
the Foundation.  We thank you  on  behalf of  the beneficiaries for your trust and generosity.  It is our 
task that your contribution is transformed into effective projects as soon as possible.
 
Thank you.

        2018, our second year as a Foundation, has been a year of consolidation for us. 
The work  done in  these two  years has confirmed  us in  the mission  that we  set for  
ourselves in  our beginnings,  as well as in  the strategy we decided  to follow in order  
to make our work more effective.  The work  of EKI Foundation is  part of  Goal #7  of  
the  Sustainable  Development  Goals  of  the  United  Nations "Affordable  and  Non-
Polluting Energy", and specifically in the "Universal Access to Electricity".

José María Galíndez Zubiría

Chairman of the EKI Foundation
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2. EKI FOUNDATION. MISSION
      EKI Foundation is an organization constituted in 2017 by shareholders of the multinational  

company  Solarpack  (www.solarpack.es),  a  pioneer  company  in  the area  of development, 

construction and operation of industrial-scale photovoltaic solar projects.

 

      EKI  Foundation  was  created  to  contribute  to  the  efforts  towards  universal  access to 

electricity,  especially  in  sub-Saharan Africa. In line with the Sustainable Development Goals 

of the United Nations, we focus on Goal #7 (Affordable and Clean Energy For All) as a way to 

achieve the Eradication of Extreme Poverty (Objective #1) by the year 2030.

 

 

 

 

     EKI Foundation  focuses  its  activity on  financing,  installing  and  ensuring  the  operation 

of photovoltaic solar  energy  sources  in  educational,  health  and  social  interest  centers  in 

developing countries that have a deficient or non-existent connection to the electricity grid.

MISSION
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3. MANAGEMENT. HOW WE OPERATE. OUR 
COMMITMENT

 

 

The daily management of the EKI Foundation is carried out by the following people:

 

Jose Galíndez: chairman of the Board, the governing body of the Foundation.

 

Ignacio Mingo:  coordinator.  He  is  responsible   for  organizing  and   managing  the  different 

projects according  to the  funds and the calendar,  as well as the purchasing of supplies and the 

relationship   with   counterparts  and   NGOs  in  Sierra  Leone,  Malawi,  Gambia,  etc. He  also 

personally deals with the start-up of the facilities on site, together with the local staff.

 

Ángel Galíndez: technical support.  He is responsible for the study and planning of the projects. 

In addition, he is in charge of managing, together with Ignacio Mingo, the relations between EKI, 

other NGOs and counterparts, the purchase of supplies, the logistics of shipments and the start-

up  of  on-site  facilities, especially in  the  DR of  Congo, Bolivia, etc. and for  the monitoring and 

post-installation service of the equipment.

 

Luis Iriarte: legal support, communication and media, and contact with Public Administrations.

From left to right: Ángel Galíndez, Jose Galíndez, Luis Iriarte, Ignacio Mingo
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       EKI Foundation has set up a peculiar system for financing the installation and equipment. We 

finance the facilities but ask in return for an annual contribution of  one twentieth of  the cost of the 

equipment that  we  installed  during  the  following 20 years.  No  structure  or  interest  expenses 

are included. These contributions  are  entirely  dedicated  to  carry  out  new  projects.  Financing  

photovoltaic  systems  allows access  to a clean  and cheap source of electricity,  but  it requires a 

significant initial investment effort that many communities cannot afford.

 

With this system we look for several objectives:

 

        - The  fact that  users  commit   to  returning  one-twentieth  of  the  investment  in equipment 

every year over 20  years,  that  is,  taking  charge  of  amortizing  the  installation,  has  important 

implications.  On  the  one hand,  they  perceive  the  approximate  cost  of  the  energy  they  use  

(without including structure or  interest costs)  and,  on the other hand,  they value  the installation  

as their  own and grant it the importance and care it requires.

 

        - The users,  who are well  aware of the  impact that  the installation  of electric power has on 

their communities,  can  now  help  other  communities in need of clean and cheap electricity  with 

their annual contribution.

 

        - The annual  contributions  of the users  are added  to those  received  from  the  rest  of the 

donors of the Foundation and contribute 100%  to the purchase  of equipment and  installations of 

new projects. The Foundation’s structure costs and the trips of its collaborators are 100% covered 

by the contributions of the founders.

 

        - Local teams always help us in  the on-site installation of our facilities and we train them and 

encourage them to become the "local industry".  It is important  that the photovoltaic  solar energy 

we install is perceived at a cost, though subsidized, for this "industry" to consolidate  and continue 

with  the  work  of  selling  and installing solar systems in the communities, contributing to improve 

the local economy.

 

 

 

 

 

      The EKI Foundation  is pledged to all  its donors and  counterparts that  all donations received 

by them are devoted in full to the projects we develop. The amounts not covered by donations are 

contributed by the members of the Board.  The  Foundation's  fixed  expenses,  such  as  salaries, 

travel,  daily expenses,  office expenses, etc.  are  covered  exclusively  by  contributions from the 

Board.

OUR COMMITMENT

HOW WE OPERATE
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4. PROJECTS

SIERRA LEONE
2017-2018
Girls' Residence
Nursing School
School
950 beneficiaries

CAPE VERDE
2018
Water pump
350 beneficiaries

 THE GAMBIA
2018

School
100 beneficiaries

UGANDA
2019
Refugee Camp
42.000 beneficiaries

TANZANIA
2019
Hospital

MALAWI
2017-2019
3 Hospitals
140.000 beneficiaries

SOUTH SUDAN
2017
Yirol Mission

CAMEROON
2019

Hospital
25.000 beneficiaries

D.R. CONGO
2017-2019
3 Maternity Wards
2 Health Centers
Medical Dispensary
House of Mercy
Residence and Center 
for Disabled Children
Benedictine Monastery
Healthcare Complex
44.500 beneficiaries

BOLIVIA
2017
2 Boarding Schools
250 beneficiaries



 

Yirol Mission
Yirol, South Sudan

NGO: Amsudan

Service: Battery bank renewal

Impact: Community and surrounding villages

Photovoltaic Installation: New battery banks

Equipment Investment: 11.000€

Annual Cost: 550€

 

Puca Pampa Boarding School
Puca Pampa, Bolivia

NGO: Zabalketa

Service: 24/7 light and electricity supply, hot water

Impact: 30 boarders and 100 students

PV Installation: 9 panels (2,08 kW), 24 batteries (700 Ah)

Equipment Investment: 16.000€

Annual Cost: 800€
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Chichayoc Boarding School
Chichayoc, Bolivia

NGO: Zabalketa

Service: Light in the boarding house and school

Impact: 20 boarders and 100 students

PV Installation: 10 lighting kits and 2 lamp posts

Equipment Investment: 2.100€

Annual Cost: 105€

 

Mtengo Hospital
Mtengo, Malawi

NGO: Manos Unidas

Service: 24/7 Lighting and electricity supply

Impact: 70.000 people

PV Installation: 40 panels (9,8 kW), inverter 1000,

 24 batteries (1500 Ah)

Equipment Investment: 16.000€

Annual Cost: 800€

 

4.1. RETROSPECTIVE: 2017
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Mange Bureh School
Mange Bureh, Sierra Leone

NGO: Missionaries of the Universal Church of Christ

Service: Light and electricity supply 24/7, water pumping

Impact: 700 students and 5 teachers

PV Installation: 21 panels (5,7 kW), inverter 8000, 

24 batteries (1000 Ah)

Equipment Investment: 18.500€

Annual Cost: 925€

 

Mpasa II Maternity Ward and Medical Dispensary
Kinshasa, D.R. of Congo

NGO: Nuns of Santa María del Huerto

Service: Light and electricity supply 24/7, water pumping

Impact: 36.000 people benefited and 650 births per year

PV Installment: 18 panels (4,68 kW), 3 inverters 3000, 

24 batteries (1500 Ah)

Equipment Investment: 18.500€

Annual Cost: 925€
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4.2. PROJECTS: 2018

"(...) we are very happy with the 

solar installation, now we can 

preserve the blood banks without 

a problem. "

Dr. Marcel

 

 The center  was connected  to a very  unstable electricity grid, 

with  blackouts  lasting  more  than  a week. They own  a small 

generator  that  was  often  used  to  preserve  medicines  and 

blood  during  outages,  but  it only covered the Health Center, 

not the Maternity.  Now  the  center  has  24  hours'  electricity, 

which allows them to attend deliveries throughout  the day and 

not to worry about the storage in cold of medical supplies.

         In  collaboration  with  the  Benedictine  Monastery of  Mambre  and  with  the  help of Father 

Clement,  we  have  financed,  supplied  and installed a solar  photovoltaic system for the Mambre 

Health and Maternity Center, located in the outskirts of Kinshasa,

capital of the Democratic Republic of Congo.

 

 

NGO: Mambre Benedictine Monastery

Service: Light and electricity supply 24/7

Impact: 2.000 people and 400 mothers attended per year

PV Installation: 9 panels (2,43 kW), inverter 3000, 

12 batteries (850 Ah)

Social Impact: Healthcare and Service Quality improvement

Project Status: Finished and fully operational

Equipment Investment: 9.000€

Annual Cost: 450€

 

 

HEALTHCARE CENTER AND MATERNITY CENTER IN MAMBRE (MAMBRE, D.R. CONGO)
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NURSING SCHOOL (LUNSAR, SIERRA LEONE)

        In collaboration with the NGO Juan Ciudad (St. John of God), we have completed the project to 

electrify the nursing school "St. John of God Catholic School of Nursing" in Sierra Leone. The school 

is located in  the village  of Malompoh, Lunsar, in the district of  Port Loko. The nursing school is one 

of  the main  institutions of the  country, in  terms of academic investment and  services. They  had a 

precarious generator  that provided electricity  for a few hours a day, and  during  the night  the town 

supplied  electricity  from 20h to 3h  through an unreliable  industrial  generator  set  belonging to the 

community.

 

 

NGO: Juan Ciudad

Service: Light and electricity supply 24/7

Impact: 200 students and 23 teachers and staff

PV Installation: 40 panels (10,80 kW), inverter 10000,

24 batteries (1000 Ah)

Social Impact: Educational and heath system improvement

Project Status: Finished and fully operational

Equipment Investment: 19.000€

Annual Cost: 950€

 

        The  school  and  the  students'  homes  only had electricity for a few hours at night. Now, since 

they  have electricity  throughout the day, they  can  extend  the  schedule of  classes,  students  

can study  throughout  the  day  regardless  of  whether  the  grid  is  active or not, and they can use 

new technologies on a regular basis to improve their training.

 

        The school has two buildings for the accommodation of 100 boarding students.
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SCHOOL (BASORI, THE GAMBIA)

         In  collaboration  with  the  NGO  PLAYING, we have electrified the children's school they have 

built  in  Basori, The  Gambia. The solar installation gives light to the school and will also operate the 

water pump. The town does not have access to the grid.

 

         PLAYING is a  young NGO  created by university  students and  located in Madrid.  They raise 

funds through sporting events with which they created and mean to maintain this school.

 

 

NGO: PLAYING

Service: Light and electricity supply 24/7, water pumping

Impact: 90 students and 4 teachers

PV Installation: 14 panels (4,05 kW), inverter 5000, 24 batteries (1000 Ah)

Social Impact: Educational and water access improvement

Project Status: Finished and fully operational

Equipment Investment: 8.500€

Annual Cost: 425€

 

         The school has no connection to the grid,  so a solar system is the most logical option to cover 

their  electricity  needs.  The  system  gives  light  to  the  school,  as  well  as  electricity  to  laptops, 

refrigerators,  a water pump and other electrical appliances. It is the first building in the town to have 

electricity.

 

          The school has 3 classrooms, 2 offices, 1 materials room, 1 kitchen and 7 bathrooms.
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HOUSE OF MERCY (NGANDANJIKA, D.R. CONGO)

        In  collaboration  with   Project   Ditunga,  the   House   of   Mercy   located  in  the  rural  city  of  

Ngandanjika,  East Kasai,  in  the  south-central  part  of  D.R.  Congo  will  be  electrified. The  solar 

installation will give light to the orphanage and will also cover other needs such as food refrigeration. 

Neither the House of Mercy nor the town have access to the grid.

 

NGO: Project Ditunga

Service: Light and electricity supply 24/7

Impact: 45 orphans and 3 nuns

PV Installation: 15 panels (4,05 kW), inverter 3000, 24 batteries (600 Ah)

Social Impact: Educational improvement, food preservation

Project Status: Equipment is sent.

Equipment Investment: 8.600€

Annual Cost: 430€

 

        Currently, the Home has a small solar-energy system that can't cover all their electricity  needs, 

so they often use candles and  the children cannot study after sundown.  In all the Ngandanjika area 

there is no public electricity supply service.

 

         Thanks to the help of the Diocese  of  Huelva and the  Hermandad Matriz del Rocío, this Home 

has a 6-room building for care-giving  nuns  and children from  0 to 6  years old,  two buildings of  11 

rooms each for  boys and girls,  a building with a  dining  room, storage  room and  latrines,  and two 

blocks of latrines and showers.  With the system that EKI has already sent, the installation will serve 

the  orphanage  building,  allowing  orphans  to study at any  time  and solving  the problems of food 

refrigeration within the center.
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CHILDREN'S RESIDENCE (KINSHASA, D.R. CONGO)

        In  collaboration  with  the  Benedictine  Monastery  of  Mambre, and  through Father Clement,  

the  EKI  Foundation  has  placed  a  solar  installation  in  the  Center-Residence  for  children with 

intellectual  disabilities that the Missionaries of Charity have in Kinshasa, the capital of the D. R. of 

the Congo. The solar installation will be the center's electric provider.

 

NGO: Missionaries of Charity

Service: Light and electricity supply 24/7

Impact: 200 children and 3 nuns

PV Installation: 18 panels (5,13 kW), 3 inverters 3000, 24 batteries (1000 Ah)

Social Impact: Education Improvement, food preservation

Project Status: Equipment is sent

Equipment Investment: 18.000€

Annual Cost: 900€

 

        Many  of  the  children  that  the  Center takes in come from high vulnerability situations, since 

many of them were abandoned. The  frequent  power outages,  which make  daily life hard,  will be 

covered by the solar installation.  It will offer a reliable source of light and energy for cooling, use of 

new technologies, and other future electrical needs.
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HEALTHCARE CENTER L'ARBRE DE LA VIE (KINSHASA, D.R. CONGO)

         In collaboration with  Father Clement of the Benedictine Monastery of Mambre,  a solar electric 

installation has been provided for the new  Healthcare  and  Maternity  Center  that  the  Benedictine 

Sisters  carry  on  in  the  outskirts of Kinshasa, the capital of the Democratic Republic of the Congo. 

The solar installation will be the center's electric service provider.

 

NGO: Benedictine Monastery of Mambre

Service: Light and electricity supply 24/7, water pumping

Impact: 5.000 people and 400 mothers attended per year (foreseen)

PV Installation: 18 panels (5,49 kW), 3 inverters 2000, 12 batteries (750 Ah)

Social Impact: Healthcare quality improvement and water supply for the community

Project Status: Equipment is sent

Equipment Investment: 17.500€

Annual Cost: 875€

 

        In  this  very  humble  neighborhood,  many  people  live in  extreme poverty,  without access to 

reliable  drinking  water  or sanitation. The Center provides medical assistance and has a pharmacy, 

but it lacks a stable electrical supply. It was critical for them to have a reliable source of energy to be 

able to use the medical instruments and illuminate night  births, as well as to keep all the medicines, 

blood banks and vaccines refrigerated during the frequent and prolonged cuts.

 

        In addition to the healthcare and maternity buildings, the Center owns a water pump that is also 

used  by  local  people,  a  house where the nuns who  run  the Center reside, and a small grain and 

cereal  mill.  The  sisters  also  provide  land  so that the local population can grow crops and have a 

source  of  food  and  income. The solar installation will supply electricity to the water pump, the mill, 

and the healthcare and maternity buildings, both for lighting and the medical instruments needed.
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BENEDICTINE MONASTERY OF MAMBRE (KINSHASA, D.R. CONGO)

         A photovoltaic installation has been supplied for the  Benedictine Monastery of Mambre,  on 

the outskirts of Kinshasa, the capital of the Democratic Republic of the Congo. The  Monastery  is 

composed  of  a  nursery  school,  a primary  and  secondary  school, an  orphanage, a  bakery, a 

seminary, a church, a water pump and the residence of the monks and their guests.

 

NGO: Benedictine Monastery of Mambre

Service: Light and electricity 24/7, water pumping

Impact: 1.000 Secondary Students, 20 orphans, 20 monks and the community

PV Installation: 12 panels (3,66 kW), Inverter 8000, 24 batteries (750 Ah)

Social Impact: Education, quality service and water supply

Project Status: Equipment is sent

Equipment Investment: 17.500€

Annual Cost: 875€

 

          The  center  is  connected  to  an  unstable electricity network  with  frequent blackouts that 

sometimes last more than a week.  They own  an expensive  fuel generator  they use should they 

require  light  or  to  pump  water  during  power  outages. With  the  installation  provided  by  EKI  

Foundation,  the water pump and the buildings that make up the monastery will be covered,  both 

for electricity supply and lighting.
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DON BOSCO GIRL'S RESIDENCE (FREETOWN, SIERRA LEONE)

         In collaboration with the Salesian Missions and the Don Bosco Fambul Center in Sierra Leone, 

the new Residence for girls with trauma, which is being completed, will have electricity supplied by a 

photovoltaic installation. The  Residence  is  located  on  the outskirts of the capital, Freetown, and it 

doesn't have access to an electricity network.

 

NGO: Salesian Missions –Don Bosco

Service: Light and electricity supply 24/7

Impact: 20 girls

PV Installation: 24 panels (6,6 kW), inverter 5000, 24 batteries (1000 Ah)

Social Impact: Quality of life improvement

Project Status: Equipment is sent

Equipment Investment: 16.000€

Annual Cost: 800€

 

        Thanks to the help provided by the Salesian Missions and the  Don Bosco Fambul Center,  this 

residence will be able to help street girls in extreme vulnerability situations. The solar installation will 

give  light to  the  residence  and  will  cover  other  needs  such  as  refrigeration  of food,  lighting in 

the classrooms, power supply for computers and energy for other future uses.
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MPASA II COMPLEX (KINSHASA, D.R. CONGO)

         In collaboration with the Congregation of Nuestra Señora del Huerto,  Pamplona,  especially 

through Sister Encarnación Riol,  a  solar installation has been supplied  to  the  complex  that  the 

Sisters carry out in the neighborhood of Mpasa II,  on the outskirts of Kinshasa,  the capital of  the 

Democratic Republic of the Congo. The complex is located next to the maternity and health center 

in which an installation was made in the year 2017, and is composed of a nursery school, a center 

for the promotion of women, a nutritional center, the nuns' residence and a water pump.

 

NGO: Sisters of Santa María del Huerto

Service: Light and electricity supply 24/7, water pumping

Impact: 120 students y 20 women per course

PV Installation: 12 panels (3,66 kW), 3 inverters 2000, 12 batteries (875 Ah)

Social Impact: Quality of the service, water supply

Project Status: Equipment is sent

Equipment Investment: 12.000€

Annual Cost: 600€

 

          The center is connected to a very unstable grid, with outages lasting more than a week, and 

until now, all they had was an old generator to pump water during these outages. The surrounding 

neighborhood  house 15,000 people  living in  extreme poverty  and no access to reliable  drinking  

water  or  sanitation.  The  new  installation  will  provide  service  to  the  buildings  and will power 

the water pump,  ensuring  a  reliable  water  supply  to  the community,  regardless of the state of 

the grid.
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WATER PUMP (ISLAND OF SANTIAGO, CAPE VERDE)

              In collaboration with  the  NGO  Legorratetic  Mundura,  a photovoltaic installation has been 

provided for the Republic of Cape Verde,  specifically on the island of Santiago.  In this area,  one of 

the main problems the local farmers face is the shortage of water, and the price for electricity is very 

high. Consequently, many of them cannot afford to connect water pumps to the grid except in a very 

limited  way.  This  circumstance,  added  to the high price of the food imported to the island,  means 

that a poor harvest exponentially increases the risk of famine among the most disadvantaged.

 

NGO: Legorratetic Mundura

Service: Photovoltaic supply to a water pump

Impact: 71 families

PV Installation: 34 panels (9,7 kW), control box

Social Impact: Water supply improvement.

Project Status: Equipment is sent

Equipment Investment: 2.700€

Annual Cost: 135€

 

           The NGO Legorratetic Mundura,  is focused on  sending aid to the rural areas of Cape Verde. 

The project presented  was to connect a  photovoltaic energy system to  a water pump belonging  to 

the cooperative of farmers "Varzea Nova".

 

          This small cooperative  of farmers cannot afford the costs of connecting the water pump to the 

grid, so,  in spite of having a well,  their water supply is limited.  With this installation they will be able 

to have water for irrigation available in a continuous way, achieving a substantial improvement in the 

harvests and improving both the access to food of the premises and their economic capacity.
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REFUGEE CAMP (PALABEK, UGANDA)

          Uganda  has  continued  to  receive  asylum-seekers  from  South  Sudan  after a prolonged 

period of instability in some parts  of the country.  The  flow  of  refugees  into  Uganda,  especially 

through the border points of Ngomoromo, Waligo, Aweno Olwiyo and Madi Opei, all of them in the 

district of Lanwo, has led to the creation of a new refugee camp in Palabek.  It  is  managed by the 

Salesians.

 

NGO: Salesians of Don Bosco

Service: Light and electricity supply 24/7

Impact: Students and Salesians

PV Installation: 21 panels (5,7 kW), inverter 5000, 24 batteries (800Ah) 

Social Impact: Improvement in the service and quality of the center. 

Project Status: Equipment is sent

Equipment Investment: 14.000€

Annual Cost: 700€

 

          The Salesian Fathers focus above all on providing education to the residents in the Refugee 

Camp.  This  photovoltaic  solar  installation  will  electrify  the  residence  and chapel of  the TVET 

center (Technical Vocation Education Training),  where the education and internships for  students 

take place. It will be the first building we undertake. The intention is to access the rest of buildings, 

schools and workshops in the Palabek refugee camp that are of a social nature.  This area doesn't 

have access to an electricity network, so they use generators for electricity.
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4.3. PROJECTS 2019
LIKUNI HOSPITAL ( LIKUNI, MALAWI)

        The Likuni Mission Hospital, 9km from Lilongwe,  capital of  Malawi,  is  run  by  the  Missionary 

Sisters of St. Francis of  Assisi  (SFMA).  The  hospital  serves  a  reference  population  of  168,904 

people,  most  of  them  subsistence  farmers  and  small  tradesmen  in  the  suburbs, with very  low 

economic resources. Almost 45,000 people are treated there a year and it has 231 beds.

 

NGO: Missionary Sisters of St. Francis of Assisi (SFMA)

Service: Light and electricity supply 24/7

Impact: 45.000 patients

PV Installation: 36 panels (9,9 kW), inverter 1000, Lithium battery banks (2x13.8 kWh)

Social Impact: Hospital's quality and service improvement

Project Status: In development

Equipment Investment: 20.500€

Annual Cost: 1.025€

 

           The power supply of the electricity grid in Malawi can be  chaotic,  with  continuous  and  very 

long outages, which is a real challenge for the hospital's correct functioning (especially in areas such 

as operating rooms and laboratories).

 

           In January 2019,  EKI Foundation  sent a  photovoltaic solar  installation through the Sevillian  

NGO  "Llamaradas de Fuego",  which could provide uninterrupted electrical  service to the operating 

room, laboratory and ambulatory care room.
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ATUPELE HOSPITAL (KATUMBI, MALAWI)

        Atupele  Hospital,  located in the village of Katumbi (Malawi), currently serves 29 villages with a 

total  population  of  24,700,  and  is  directed  and  managed by the Sisters of the Rosary. The NGO 

África Directo  built  this  rural  hospital  with  the  help  of  various  donors  in  2008  to provide much 

needed health services to the area. Due to frequent and prolonged power outages, EKI is at present 

developing a photovoltaic solar installation to provide a cleaner,  more reliable and more economical 

electrical backup than the current generator set used during electricity outages.

 

NGO: África Directo

Service: Light and electricity supply 24/7

Impact: 24.700 people

PV Installation: 36 panels (9,9 kW), 3 inverters 5000, lithium battery banks (2x13,8 kWh)

Social Impact: Improvement of the hospital's quality and service

Project Status: in development

Equipment Investment: 20.000€

Annual Cost: 1.000€

 

         Atupele currently uses an old and expensive generator to supply its electrical needs. The solar 

PV installation will offer a non-interrupted, reliable and clean power supply to the hospital,  which will 

allow it to offer a better sanitary service.  The PV Installation will also significantly reduce the electric 

bill of the hospital.
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MOYO SAFI HOSPITAL (DAR ES SALAAM, TANZANIA)

        The  congregation of the Franciscan Sisters of the Immaculate Heart of Mary,  together with the 

NGO Africa Directo, has presented this project to EKI in order to improve the electricity supply of the 

Moyo Safi Wa Maria hospital. The hospital is located in Msewe,  a suburb of Dar es Salaam,  capital 

of Tanzania.  The hospital opened its doors as the only health center in the area, and was promoted 

by the Ministry of Health of Tanzania to the category of Hospital in 2006.

 

       It  currently gives service to 50,000 people a year,  in addition to the campaigns done every four 

months for the surrounding villages to assist those without the means to travel to the hospital.

 

NGO: África Directo, Franciscan Sisters of the Immaculate Heart of Mary (FIHM)

Service: Light and electricity supply 24/7

Impact: 50.000 patients a year

PV Installation: 40 panels (11 kW), 3 inverters 8000, 24 batteries (875 Ah)

Social Impact: Improvement of the hospital's quality and service

Project Status: in development

Equipment Investment: 20.000€

Annual Cost: 1.000€

 

        The hospital is connected to the electricity grid, but the area has 2 or 3 weekly outages of more 

than 7 hours, sometimes lasting for days.  During these outages,  the hospital uses an old generator 

lacking in power to supply all the hospital's needs,  and which also supposes a cost five times higher 

than that of the electricity supplied by the main grid.  Moreover,  it  needs to  be  repaired constantly, 

increasing costs even further.  With the new solar installation,  the hospital's  electricity needs will be 

covered  without  having  to  depend  on  the  availability  of  the  main  grid,   significantly  improving 

its patients' quality of life and the general functioning of the hospital. 

 



EBOMÉ HOSPITAL (EBOMÉ, CAMEROON)
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        The NGO Ambala, located in Pamplona,  manages since 2013 the Ebomé hospital,  located 

on the coast of Cameroon. It was created in 2005 by the NGO Lanzarote Help, and gives service 

to an area of 180,000 inhabitants.

 

        The  hospital has 62 beds and a  staff of 54 professionals from Cameroon. In addition, there 

is a network of Spanish specialists committed to solving any questions they receive from there in 

less than  24 hours. These specialists  also  go to work in situ as volunteers. The ratio of patients 

per doctor between cooperators and local professionals is 1:20.

 

 

NGO: Ambala

Service: Light and electricity supply 24/7

Impact: 180.000 people

PV Installation: 40 panels (11 kW)

Social Impact: Improvement of the hospital's quality and service

Project Status: in development

Total Investment: 20.000€

 

           The hospital is powered by a highly unstable electric grid, with daily and  often long power 

outages. In order to cover its electricity needs during these outages, the hospital has generators,  

but  their  consumption  makes  their  use  impractical  and expensive  and can  only be  used for 

emergencies. The solar installation will therefore solve a few problems: it will cover the electricity  

grid during  power outages,  supply energy  at  night  through the  battery bank and considerably 

reduce the hospital's fuel bills, since the generators won't be used by default. 
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4.4. MONITORING THE INSTALLATIONS
          In EKI Foundation,  not only do we design the projects and install solar energy facilities,  but 

we also monitor the operation of the facilities in real time or, at least, regularly.  We do this through 

an application  developed  by  Victron Energy,  the  supplier of  inverters, where we can see at any 

time  if there  is  electricity  or  not,  the  consumption,  the  solar  production,  the  battery charging  

levels,  etc.  Furthermore,  we  can  also check  the data of the  use  made in 24 hours,  a week, or 

month or year,  which facilitates the  observation  of  useful patterns  and  trends when it  comes to  

assessing extensions or future needs.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

          

 

 

 

The graph above corresponds to the consumption of the Nursing School in Lunsar from December 

15, 2018 to January 15, 2019.  As shown,  most of the energy consumed comes  either from direct 

solar  production,  or from  the  batteries of  the  installation.  Specifically,  31% of  the energy used 

comes  directly from  the production  of the panels,  27% of the  batteries and 42% of the electricity 

network. The generator, which remains as a safeguard in case of an emergency, hasn't been used 

during the month, thus increasing fuel savings.
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      This other graph,  from Mtengo  Hospital, Malawi,  shows  the  power outages of the main grid 

during a week (from October 28 to November 4, 2018). As shown, these occur daily and last from 

a few minutes to more than six hours.  Before EKI provided the photovoltaic installation,  the Staff 

was forced to  start an old diesel generator,  with the corresponding cost.  In addition, the medical 

equipment suffered  breakdowns and it  was also extremely  difficult to function normally in critical 

areas such as operating rooms.

 

      Since the installation, half of the energy consumed in the hospital comes either from the direct 

generation of the panels or from the batteries, making it unnecessary to start the generator.  Also, 

when an outage occurs in the main grid,  the hospital is  instantly transferred to the electric supply 

provided by the installation. This guarantees the  constant supply of electricity  to the refrigeration 

systems that  conserve the blood banks, samples  and vaccines,  all of which are  essential to the 

correct functioning of the hospital.
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5. ECONOMIC INFORMATION

5.1. ORIGIN AND APPLICATION OF FUNDS
 

2017 2018
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40.000 

20.000 

0 

Contributions 2017-2018

         During 2018, the Board's annual 
contribution  has allowed  us to  cover 
the direct costs of the Foundation and 
most  of  the  amount  needed  for  the 
projects. 
 
         We   also   owe   Solarpack   the 
space  we  currently  occupy  and  the 
invaluable  assistance  provided  to us 
by its professionals and their services.
 
 
         This   year,   EKI's  income   has 
increased  €91,468, with a remarkable 
increase of donations outside from the 
Board.

Board
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10%
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90%

Donantes
10%

2017 Income
161,832€

Board
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                 The amount of donations received reached 56,500€ 

in  2018,  which  represents  almost 25% of EKI's total income. 

These contributions have been used exclusively in the projects 

executed during 2018.  For the first time,  EKI  has  also begun 

to receive donations from users from their yearly contributions.

 

        

Users 0.4%



Costes de Eki
49%

sum. externos
42.3%

stru
8.6%
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56.7%
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39.5%
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2018 Projects

2017 Projects

Congo
54.5%

Sierra Leone
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2018 Projects

         Regarding  the  application  of  the 

2018 funds, they have been allocated to 

three  main  items:  firstly, EKI  structure 

costs, such as  administrative and  legal 

expenses,   website,   signage,   regular 

office supplies, etc. Secondly, the staff's 

direct costs attributable to projects, such 

as designing,  purchasing  and installing 

the systems. Finally,  to  the investment 

of  equipment  such  as  the  equipment 

purchase  and  the  expenses related to 

the hiring of staff for installations.

 

 

 

 

          The analysis of project expense by country 

shows that the greater part has been allocated to 

the D.R. of Congo,  with six projects,  followed by 

Sierra  Leone,  with  two.  The  Gambia,  Uganda 

and  Cape  Verde  have  a   single  project  each, 

making a total of 11  projects carried out in 2018.

  

Together with the six projects of 2017,  in two years the EKI Foundation has supplied and monitored 

a total of 17 projects.  Our intention is to grow  further  in  2019 and  double the  number  of projects 

carried out in 2018.
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5.2. FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
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5.3. 2019 BUDGET
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6. PARTNERS

        From EKI Foundation we want to thank all the NGOs and the  people  who  collaborate  with 

us, who, with their support, we can bring solar energy where it is most needed.

 

        

 

 

África Directo

Amsudan

Ayuda Contenedores

Energía sin fronteras

Hijas de María Sma. del Huerto

 

Juan Ciudad

Llamarada de Fuego

Manos unidas

Playing

Zabalketa

 



EKI Fundazioa-Fundación EKI was 
established by Public Deed on 
November 21, 2016. It is recorded in 
the Register of Foundations of the 
Basque Government under the 
registration number F-417.
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COLLABORATE
 

 

 

If you want to help EKI Foundation, check our web's

"COLLABORATE" tab.You can also contact us through 

info@fundacioneki.org and our phone +34 944 309 204. 

All donations will be devoted solely and exclusively to the 

supply of new equipment and facilit ies, without any 

contribution to the management or structure costs of

 EKI Foundation.





Avenida de Algorta 16, 3º
48992 Getxo, Biscay 

(Spain)
 
 

Tel: +34 944309204
 
 

E-mail: 
info@fundacioneki.org

 
 

www.fundacioneki.org
 


